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A woman with a painted face stands for a photograph in front of a mural of British singer David Bowie, painted by Australian street artist James Cochran, aka Jimmy C, fol-
lowing the announcement of Bowie’s death, in Brixton, south London yesterday.—AP/AFP photos 

This is a June 19, 1987 file photo of David Bowie.

A makeshift memorial surrounds David Bowie’s star on
the Hollywood Walk of Fame in Los Angeles.

Somoli-born model Iman and her
husband David Bowie (right) arrive
for the 17th Annual Glamour Women
of the Year awards. 

This is a Dec 1, 1993   file photo of the
Princess of Wales,  shaking hands
with David Bowie after a show in
London.

His groundbreaking career was as much about style as it was about music-
David Bowie plundered a wild array of influences to redraw the bound-
aries of fashion and blur the lines between masculine, feminine and oth-

er-worldly. Throughout his heyday in the 1970s and beyond, each new album
and sound was matched by a radically new look, bringing a dimension of per-
formance art and daring experimentation to the world of pop music. Among
the most memorable outfits: the huge, billowing trousers in black vinyl and
white stripes from his Aladdin Sane period in 1973, inspired by Japanese kabuki
theatre.  Or the iconic appearance on British TV show “Top of the Pops” a year
earlier, with his shock of fiery hair and gender-bending outfit in gold, red and
azure blue-inspired by the dystopian futurism of Stanley Kubrick’s “A Clockwork
Orange”.

The gang of “Droogs” in the film, Bowie drily commented, were “Ultraviolence
in Liberty fabrics,” referring to the famous London fashion store. Some of his
styles were just too much for censors to stomach.  A cobweb bodysuit-with two
hands clutching the chest-designed by Natasha Korniloff for a Ziggy Stardust
show in 1973 had to be modified at the insistence of a US TV network to remove
a third hand thrusting up between Bowie’s legs.  He also used Korniloff for one
of his more striking costumes-the blue Pierrot outfit that featured in his “Ashes
to Ashes” video in 1980, recalling a classical clown and 17th century theatre.

‘Radical innovations’ 
Bowie always had an eye for emerging fashion talent.  In 1997, he solicited

Alexander McQueen, then a young graduate, to design his Union Jack coat,
inspired by that of Pete Townshend from The Who. “He mixed a very punk aes-
thetic-rips, cigarette burns-with this tradition of classic British tailoring, which is
very Bowie,” said Victoria Broackes, who helped curate a highly popular exhibi-
tion of the singer’s clothes and style.  “At the time, Alexander McQueen was not
yet well known to the public. But Bowie always knew how to work with the
most extraordinary and interesting guys,” she added.

The retrospective, which first appeared at the Victoria and Albert Museum in
London in 2013, underlined the extent of his influence on fashion and his
enduring popularity as a multimedia artist.  “David Bowie Is” was the museum’s
fastest-selling show of all time, and brought together everything from baby
photographs to painstaking sketches of designs for his own costumes.

“His radical innovations across music, theatre, fashion and style still resound
today in design and visual culture and he continues to inspire artists and
designers throughout the world,” the V&A’s director Martin Roth said at the time.
Even in his early days, appearing with bands The Kon-rads and The King Bees,
Bowie had an instinctive grasp of the power of image, meticulously designing
the fledgling groups’ costumes and stage sets. He went on to take obsessive
care over every aspect of his appearances, from lighting to graphic design.

The Berlin years 
The exhibition travelled the world, including an important stop in Berlin

where Bowie spent three influential years in the late 1970s.  That was the period
of his slick Thin White Duke persona that spawned a trilogy of groundbreaking
albums: “Low”, “Lodger” and “Heroes”. All were recorded at Hansa Studios, over-
looked by the guard towers of the Berlin Wall. “It was here that he seemed to
escape his demons, to throw off creative burn-out and rejuvenate his inspira-
tion,” said Broackes.

Wearied by fame, trying to kick a cocaine addiction and drawn by new elec-
tronic music, Bowie arrived in still war-scarred West Berlin in 1976 where he
indulged his fascinations with German Expressionism, the 1919-1933 Weimar
Republic and the buzzing subcultures of the 1970s. “It’s a city that’s so easy to
‘get lost’ in-and to ‘find’ oneself, too,” Bowie said in 2001. His love affair with
Berlin fed not only his personal style but also that of his friends, leading to the
iconic image of US rocker Iggy Pop on his album “The Idiot” in 1977, which
Bowie produced and photographed.

The East German Stasi secret police feared Bowie’s attraction, with files show-
ing their concern that a 1987 concert in front of the Reichstag in West Berlin
would draw young East Berliners to listen across the Wall. His love of Germany
was always reciprocated, even beyond his death yesterday on day when the
German foreign ministry wrote on Twitter: “Good-bye David Bowie. You are now
among #Heroes. Thank you for helping to bring down the #wall.”—AFP

Two days before his death, David Bowie released
“Blackstar,” his 25th album, which serves as a fit-
ting musical epitaph. On “Blackstar,” he trans-

forms himself once again, proving that at 69, he still
had plenty of surprises up his musical sleeve.
Recording primarily with an avant-garde jazz quartet
and with a longtime collaborator, co-producer Tony
Visconti, Bowie crafted a haunting, seven-song col-
lection that deals thematically with death and
despair - and now will be endlessly parsed for clues
about his own impending mortality.

Far from being depressing, the album feels uplift-
ing and relentlessly inventive. Credit, of course, goes
to Bowie, but his new playmates here keep pace with
him note for note, especially drummer Mark Guiliana,
whose persistent beats provide an earthly tether to
Bowie’s often ethereal vocals, and saxophonist
Donny McCaslin, whose bleating playing often gives
the project a deliberately off-kilter, discordant feel.

Whether on the disturbing title track, which ties
together two seemingly disparate tunes and is
rumored to be about ISIS, the narrated-from-heaven
tale “Lazarus,” or the album closer, “I Can’t Give
Everything Away,” Bowie has - for the last time - rein-
vented not only himself, but popular music in a way
that challenges, but never alienates, the listener. It’s
an appropriate and satisfying musical goodbye.—AP

In this Sept 14, 1995, file photo, David Bowie per-
forms in Hartford, Conn. 

A customer picks up a copy of “Blackstar” the lat-
est album by British musician David Bowie.

David Bowie’s last 
album fitting epitaph

A photo taken on February 22, 1997 shows British rock music legend David Bowie per-
forming on stage during the German TV program “Wetten, da?...?” in M¸nster, western
Germany.

This file photo taken on February 13,
1997 shows David Bowie and his wife,
supermodel Iman smile as they pose
for photos after Bowie received a star
on the world famous Walk of Fame. 

In this file picture taken on October
20, 2003, British rock legend David
Bowie performs on stage at the Bercy
stadium in Paris.


